
To have a maximum safety the helmet 
must fit tightly and be correctly and 
securely fastened, in order not to be able 
to be taken off neither by pulling it nor by 
rotating it around the head.
If it is too big, it may slide down over the 

eyes or turn in a lateral direction due to 
movement during riding, blocking the 
right visibility. 

SHELL in TRICARBOCO material, mix of Kevlar, carbon and fiber, joint through resine, hand 
made, using new technologies with vinilester resin. 

The INTERNAL POLYSTYRENE produced in 3 sizes to get 
the best fitting. This characteristic allows a gradual and progressive 
absorption of the energy produced by the impact.

Even if the bigger part of the energy created by the impact is 
absorbed by the external shell, thanks to its deformation, the role of 
polystyrene is determinant for the absorption of the residual energy. 

A diversified density of the polystyrene, permit us to optimize 
the mechanical performance of the shell/polystyrene. 

The D-RING RETENTION SYSTEM has been 
designed and patented by Suomy. Insert the free side 
of the strap in the rings. Pull the end until the strap 
presses firmly against the jaw.

After this operation, it should not be possible to 
remove the helmet. Verify that by grabbing it from 
the back and rotating it to the front it cannot be 
removed and it is fixed to the head.

If the helmet tends to come off or rotates freely, 
tighten the strap again until the right pressure is 
obtained and repeat test. If after repeating the test 
you are not able to efficiently tighten the retention 
system, do not use the helmet.

Only after checking the correct tension of the 
strap, fix the free end locking it with the automatic 

stud to the release tab The automatic stud is necessary only to fix the free end of the strap to prevent 
it from flapping while riding. Fixing the release button does not assure that the helmet is correctly in 
position and properly fastened: the correct locking of the strap must be verified exclusively 
following the above paragraphs.

To release the retention system, release the automatic stud button and pull the release tab to 
loosen the closure. Slide out the free end of the strap from the «D Rings».

Use the release tab only to remove the helmet! Never release this tab while riding. 

https://www.carid.com/suomy/
https://www.carid.com/motorcycle-powersports-helmets.html


The internal polystyrene has been studied to work together wityh the air ventilations, put on 
the shell. The channels allow the perfect inside air flow and at the same time a quick outside air 
flow from back ventilation. 

ALPHA is homologated as per the following rules:

ECE 22-05 Europe
DOT America and Canada
INMETRO NBR 7471 Brasil

The CHEEK PADS and the INTERNAL COMFORT shell can be removed, washed and replaced. 

They are made of a precious fabric with specific fibers, that 
offer: 

• It moves away the body sweat;
• Keeps rider fresh, dry and completely comfortable;
• Lightweight, soft and breathable fabric;
• Performance controlled and certified by ADVANSA.

The cheek pads are easily removable also in case of accident through a red strap which removes the 
cheek pad even if the helmet is worn by the rider. 

SIZES CM INCH
XS 53/54 6 1/2” - 6 5/8”
S 55/56 6 3/4” – 6 7/8”
M 57/58 7” – 7 1/8”
L 59/60 7 1/4” – 7 3/8”
XL 61/62 7 1/2” – 7 5/8”
XXL 63/64 7 3/4” – 7 7/8”



SPARE PARTS DESCRIPTION CODE
Inner Covered Chin Guard KAAL0M00

Top Air Vent
White KAALTV01
Black KAALTV02

Chin Guard Air Vent
White KAALVM01
Black KAALVM02

Screw Kit KAALVF00

Inner Comfort Liner
removable and washble

Size XS KAAL0I01
Size S KAAL0I02
Size M KAAL0I03
Size L KAAL0I04
Size XL KAAL0I05
Size XXL KAAL0I06

Cheek Pads

Size XS KAAL0L01
Size S KAAL0L02
Size M KAAL0L03
Size L KAAL0L04
Size XL KAAL0L05
Size XXL KAAL0L06

KSAL00W3 - Plain White KSAL0001 - Bike Orange
KSAL0002 - Bike Grey KSAL0003 - Bike Blue
KSAL0004 - Bike Red KSAL0005 - Bike Yellow
KSAL0006 - Bike Green KSAL0007 - Warrior
KSAL0008 - Pixel
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